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Sense & Sensibility

Built by Edward McCrady in 1788, the building that holds Charleston, South Carolina’s McCrady’s Restaurant was 
originally a four-story Georgian public house that once served as a charming reprise for notable Charlestonians after 
the Revolutionary War. New owners restored the property to its original grandeur in 1982. McCrady’s Restaurant, 
which is listed on the National Register of Historic Places and Landmarks, represents the best of the amalgam that 
is new southern fine dining concomitantly serving as a canvas for postmodern gastronomy.

The city of Charleston is certainly no wallflower. In 1776, the port city successfully defended itself against the British, 
went on in 1860 to become the first state to declare independence from the Union, and in 1861 fired the first shot 
to start the Civil War.

Bentel & Bentel executed the remodel, fittingly; they were the firm to design Danny Meyer’s The Modern in Manhattan. 
The restaurant floor plan consists of a maze of rooms: the Bar, the Dining Room, the Chef’s Room which links to 
the Society Room, the Long Room and the Gallery Room (opening October 1, 2008). 

Perhaps best exemplifying the dichotomy of tradition and postmodernism are the Bar and the Chef’s Room. The 
Bar, once home to horse and buggy stalls, is now a grouping of arched brick “rooms” for seating four to eight 
guests. Leather banquettes and bluestone tile were added, making the room both contemporary and respectfully 
traditional. A glass and wood wall that spans the height of two floors embodies form and function; it encases the 
Wine Spectator “Best Of” Award of Excellence-winning wine collection, filled with boutique and hard-to-find 
varietals from around the world. At bar height is a row of three-gallon glass pickling jars filled with house-infused 
spirits and an impressive collection of rare liquors.

The Chef’s Room affords a more intimate relationship between the guest and the sommelier and chef. The room 
is used exclusively for private occasions and guests who require the utmost in service and, at times, discretion 
(i.e., hidden pocket doors and a separate entrance off East Bay Street). Mahogany paneling and a Baccarat crystal 
chandelier embrace the inlaid mahogany dining table that seats 12. Chef Sean Brock carefully crafts the menu with 
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guests prior to arrival and plates courses on fine bone china. Sommelier Clint Stone serves the wines in Riedel 
Sommelier Series glassware.

The Long Room, as the grand second story dining room is referred, is a picture of the past. The room has striking  
15-foot ceilings and offers views of historic Unity Alley. Elegant and gracefully-styled, this room has hosted many 
Charleston weddings. George Washington, while on his Southern Tour, dined in the room in 1791. Since the 18th 
century, the Long Room has set the standard for fine dining spaces in the American south.

McCrady’s Restaurant has three separate working kitchens. The Long Room is served by the second-story kitchen, 
which was constructed to handle service for large groups. A new kitchen is being constructed for serving private 
gatherings in the Gallery Room. The main kitchen accommodates the Dining Room, the Bar, the Society Room and 
the Chef’s Room. 

In early 2006, Chef Sean Brock, a native of rural Virginia, left a four-star four-diamond Nashville institution (The 
Capitol Grille at the Hermitage Hotel) to lead McCrady’s Restaurant. In the last 26 months Brock has worked 
to become a farmer, a pig wrangler, a horticulturalist, a scientist, and one of the country’s most-watched chefs.  
Brock was honored with the nomination for the most prestigious award in American cuisine, the 2008 nomination 
for James Beard “Rising Star Chef.” Also within the last several months, the restaurant was named one of the top 
10 restaurants in the Americas by “Opinionated About Dining.”

One of the greatest achievements for the restaurant, thus far, was the purchase of a 3-acre farm on Wadmalaw 
Island. Wadmalaw Island is a 10-mile long, six-mile wide island that was discovered by Captain Robert Sanford in 
1666. In 1799, a French botanist brought tea plants to the island. The tea heritage continued with The Lipton Tea 
Company, which operated a research tea farm until the late 1980s when the farm was sold and converted into the 
Charleston Tea Plantation. The Charleston Tea Plantation, now open to the public, is the last remaining working  
tea farm in the United States. Brock and his staff, including both front-of-the house employees and kitchen 
staff, leave the mainland daily, cross the Church Creek bridge, and following Maria Thun’s biodynamic planting  
calendar, the team goes about planning menus and planting the crops which will sustain them. The McCrady’s 
kitchen team is not limited by what is for sale at the market; produce for the restaurant is sourced from the farm. 
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Early summer crops from the McCrady’s farm make for great menu inspiration: coriander seeds, unexpected wild 
eucalyptus, fennel blossoms, and baby butternut squash all will make it into Chef Brock’s imaginative dishes. 

Under the leadership of General Manager André Jean-Pierre Guillet, with three decades of experience in restaurant  
management, McCrady’s Restaurant maintains AAA’s Four-Diamond Award. Guillet came to Charleston from Brasserie  
8 1/2 in Manhattan. Prior to Brasserie 8 1/2, Guillet served as Director of Operations for the Signature Restaurants 
of Georges Perrier, which include Le-Bec Fin, Le Mas Perrier, and Brasserie Perrier. Other career achieve-
ments include the position of Director of Operations for La Terrasse and Beaujolais and opening and managing Ju-
lien, the fine dining restaurant at Le Meridien Hotel Boston. (Julien earned four stars from the Boston Herald and 
was named a Zagat Top Ten Boston Restaurant under his leadership.) Guillet founded La Mascotte in Commack,  
New York in 1975, which, during his eighteen years of ownership, was awarded three stars by the New York Times. 
(Guillet was named Restaurateur of the Year by the Long Island Restaurant Association.) 

Beverage Director and Sommelier Clint Sloan passed his Court of Master Sommeliers Introductory Course in 
2001 and was certified in 2007. Sloan was a semi-finalist in the Southeast Region Young Sommelier Competition 
in 2005 and 2007. Also in 2007, he attended Master Sommelier Greg Harrington’s 3-day “Wine Workshop” in Las 
Vegas, “Oregon Pinot Camp” in the Willamette Valley, and “Walla Walla University” in Washington. According to 
Sloan, beverages are an extension of the meal, and Chef Brock and Sloan work side-by-side to ensure the ultimate 
gastronomic experience. 

McCrady’s Restaurant, which is managed by Neighborhood Dining Group (NDG), has donated more than $200,000 
to the community within the last year alone. Chief Executive of NDG David Howard and McCrady’s Restaurant 
owner Tony Bakker have strong ties to the Charleston community and to the Charleston Symphony Orchestra, in 
particular. (Bakker also owns the Charleston Battery Soccer Club.) The renovation by Bentel & Bentel, the hiring 
of Chef Sean Brock, Andre Guillet, Clint Sloan, and the purchase of the farm have all contributed to the success 
of McCrady’s Restaurant and to the Charleston restaurant community. According to Howard, a restaurant is really 
a meeting place where art, history, politics, culture and community gather to celebrate life.
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McCrady’s Restaurant – Linking the Past with the Future Since 1788

The original structure, erected by Edward McCrady in 1788, was a four-story Georgian manse, which served as a collective  
retreat for notable Charlestonians after the Revolutionary War. After imprisonment in the port city of St. Augustine,  
Florida, McCrady returned to Charleston and built Two Unity Alley. The new building connected to McCrady’s 
Tavern via a second-story double piazza. McCrady’s death in 1801 led to the building passing through many owners, 
with various purposes for its use, including a tavern, coffee house, warehouse, and its eventual abandonment.  

In 1982, new owners with a keen appreciation for the history of the building and for Charleston set about to restore 
the property to its original grandeur. McCrady’s Restaurant had the bones to become the pinnacle of iconic 
southern fine dining.

Design: Southern Glamour in a Modern Age
Bentel & Bentel, an acclaimed architecture and design firm headquartered in New York, executed the restoration 
of the interior spaces. Essentially, four rooms make up the dining spaces. McCrady’s Restaurant will be adding an 
additional private dining room, “The Gallery Room,” in the fall of 2008.

The Bar - The bar area, once home to horse and buggy stalls, boasts small arched brick “rooms” perfect for parties 
of four to eight. Intricate glasswork, leather club banquettes and regionally-quarried bluestone tile were added to 
the space, making the room at once new and modern, while still respectfully traditional. The area enjoys a relaxed 
ambiance with a view of the long walnut bar and wood-panel and glass wall which runs to the ceiling of the second 
floor. The wall is both form and function; it encases the Wine Spectator “Best Of” Award of Excellence-winning 
wine collection, filled with boutique and hard-to-find varieties from around the world. At bar height is a row of 
three-gallon glass pickling jars filled with house-infused spirits and an impressive collection of rare liquors. Warmly 
lit by both natural and manmade light, a skylight runs the length of the room, complementing historic lanterns.
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The Dining Room - The designers left the main dining room refreshingly spacious. The room has exposed brick walls, 
beamed ceilings, two fireplaces original to the space and antique chandeliers. Oil paintings from local galleries  
color the largely wooden room. 

The Chef’s Room - The Chef’s Room affords a more intimate relationship between the guest and the sommelier 
and chef. The room is used exclusively for private occasions and guests who require the utmost in service and, at 
times, discretion (i.e., hidden pocket doors and a separate entrance off East Bay Street). Mahogany paneling and 
a Baccarat crystal chandelier embrace the inlaid mahogany dining table that seats 12. Chef Sean Brock carefully 
crafts the menu with guests prior to arrival and plates courses on fine bone china. Sommelier Clint Stone serves 
the wines in Riedel Sommelier Series glassware. 

The Long Room - The Long Room, as the grand second story dining room is referred, has long served as a bastion 
of southern gentility. Many Charleston wedding receptions have been held in the feminine room with a red rose-
hued palette. George Washington, while on his Southern Tour, dined in the room in 1791. Since the 18th century, 
the room has defined fine dining in the American south.

The Gallery Room -  McCrady’s newest restoration effort overlooks Charleston’s own Restaurant Row, East Bay 
Street. The Gallery offers exposed brick walls, original hardwood floors, and 14-foot ceilings. Three tall windows 
let in streaming natural light during the daytime and beautiful views of the streetscape as the evening sun sets.  
The Gallery is the most versatile of the McCrady’s collection – from masculine bourbon-based dinners to haute 
couture cocktail gatherings, memories are sure to be made here.  

McCrady’s Restaurant now enjoys designation on the National Register of Historic Places and Landmarks.

About Bentel & Bentel
Established in 1957, the New York-based Bentel & Bentel, Architects / Planners AIA was inducted into the Hospitality  
Hall of Fame in 2007 and garnered the 2006 James Beard Award for “Best Restaurant Design.” Projects include  
Danny Meyer’s The Modern, Gramercy Tavern and Eleven Madison Park, and Chef Tom Colicchio’s Craft and Craftsteak. 
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McCrady’s Farm on Wadmalaw Island 

Sure, it’s a little out of the ordinary that McCrady’s Restaurant employees spend their mornings at an informal 
9:00 a.m. roll call seemingly in the middle of nowhere. This nowhere is a four-acre patch of sandy soil, 35 minutes 
from the Charleston, South Carolina restaurant. The call to order is led by 30-year-old Chef Sean Brock, who in 
early 2006, left the four-star, four-diamond Capitol Grille at the Hermitage Hotel in Nashville, to run Charleston’s  
historic McCrady’s Restaurant. In the last 26 months, Brock has worked nonstop to become a farmer, a pig wrangler, 
a horticulturalist, a scientist, and, of course, he finds the time to do some cooking. Along the way, he has been honored  
with the nomination for the most prestigious award in American cuisine, the 2008 nomination for James Beard 
“Rising Star Chef.” (The restaurant was also named one of the top 10 restaurants in the Americas by “Opinionated  
About Dining” in their annual survey of culinary aficionados.)

A native of rural Virginia, Brock naturally grew up with an appreciation of farming. Perhaps the most attractive 
part of the move from Nashville to Charleston was the close proximity to dayboat seafood and forward-thinking 
farmers. With biodynamic tomes in hand, and nudging from family and friends, Brock approached the McCrady’s 
owners about purchasing farm land. His plan was to source heritage seeds, work the farm using labor from both 
the front-of-the house and the kitchen staff, and ultimately grow a large percentage of the restaurant’s menu. 
Control over what was planted, when it was planted, how crops would be harvested, and eventually how the food 
was to be prepared, would be at the sole mercy of the people who cared about the food the most.  

Crossing the bridge from the mainland at Church Creek, Brock is joined by chefs, hostesses, managers, sommeliers 
and even the owners, on the field that has now become a working farm. Brock is keen on using modern science married  
with richly-steeped traditions in both the field and the kitchen. Following Maria Thun’s biodynamic planting calendar 
based on the cosmos (taken from the principles of Rudolf Steiner), the team goes about planning menus. Since the 
late 1960s, Maria Thun’s calendar has been published annually and details the specific days that are best suitable 
for sowing and planting. Similarly in theory, optimal harvesting days are observed, thereby extending the shelf life of 
produce; i.e., beets are picked on a “root day” and lettuce on “leaf day.” Occasionally Mother Nature has a sense of 
humor, as was the case on June 22, 2008 when Brock & Company harvested truckloads of tomatoes from 700 plants. 
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Armed with knowledge from modern science and observation of neighboring farmers and friends such as Glen 
Roberts of Anson Mills, the excitement grows with each passing day. The 2008 spring garden was the most exciting, 
yielding root vegetables and the newly-planted broccoli seeds (picked early to be used like caviar), shallots,  
butternut squash, peas and red ribbon sorrel at various stages. 

The McCrady’s kitchen team is no longer limited by what’s for sale by local farmers and at the markets; produce is 
selected at varying stages of maturity, which results in new and interesting flavors such as the barely-ready baby  
butternut squash and shallots. The owners, chefs, and service staff alike are thrilled with the impact of the McCrady’s 
farm. The farm has created a self-sustaining cycle of field-to-plate, menu constructs are predictable based on crop 
planning and rotation, and the number of miles food has to travel to the restaurant has been reduced. A controllable 
product has been sourced, allowing for greater confidence in the health properties and quality of menu items, an 
insurmountable bond has been forged from working side by side in the field – regardless of hierarchal position, 
and most importantly, the diversity of produce has stimulated the palates of guests. 

About Wadmalaw Island
The ten-mile long, six-mile wide Wadmalaw Island was discovered by Captain Robert Sanford in 1666 and at 
the time was claimed for England. In 1799 a French botanist brought tea plants to the island. Unlike most of the  
Lowcountry islands, Wadmalaw Island is not a barrier island and therefore has remained stable for hundreds 
of years. The humid climate and sandy soil made for great tea growing. The tea heritage continued with 
The Lipton Tea Company, which operated a research tea farm there. The research farm was sold in the late 
1980s to private owners, Mack Fleming and Bill Hall. Fleming and Hall converted the farm into a working tea  
plantation known as the Charleston Tea Plantation. The Plantation sold tea under the brand name American Classic  
Tea and was named the official tea of the White House in 1987. The Bigelow Tea Corporation purchased the planta-
tion in 2003. The plantation, now open to the public, is the last remaining working tea farm in the United States.
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Concept
McCrady’s Restaurant, which is listed on the National Register of Historic Places and Landmarks, represents the best 
of the amalgam that is new southern fine dining concomitantly serving as a canvas for postmodern gastronomy.

Location
2 Unity Alley, Charleston, South Carolina 29401

Phone | Website 
843.577.0025  ·  www.mccradysrestaurant.com

Hours
Sunday through Thursday – 5:30 to 10:00 p.m.
Friday and Saturday – 5:30 to 11:00 p.m.

Seating
Main Dining Room – 78
Main Bar – 26
Long Room – 96 seated, 130 reception
Society Room – 36
Chef’s Table – 12
Gallery Room – to open October 1, 2008 - 96 seated, 130 reception

Key Players
Sean Brock - Executive Chef
André Guillet - General Manager
Clint Sloan - Beverage Director & Sommelier
Ben Mill - Mixologist
Winburn Carmack - Pastry Chef
Christy Loftin - Director of Private Events

fact
sheet
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Menu Style
A dynamic amalgam of modern regional southern cuisine from the restaurant’s farm.

Wine List
The Wine Spectator “Best Of” Award of Excellence-winning 500 + bottle collection is filled with boutique and hard-
to-find varietals. 

Entrée Price Range
$25 to $38

Bar
Classic in a modern age, mixology meets a wordly wine list.

Architect & Designers
Reggie Gibson, Architect 
Bentel & Bentel, Designers

Décor
Bentel & Bentel executed the remodel, fittingly; they were the firm to design Danny Meyer’s The Modern in Manhat-
tan. The restaurant floor plan consists of a maze of rooms:  the Bar, the Dining Room, the Cypress Room, the Chef’s 
Room which links to the Society Room, the Long Room and the Gallery Room (opening fall 2008).  Reggie Gibson 
served as the architect on the remodel.
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Chef Sean Brock
Site: www.mccradysrestaurant.com  |  Blog: seanbrock.wordpress.com

McCrady’s Restaurant (Kitchen): 843.577.0061  |  Chef Sean Brock (Cell): 843.628.9354
Elizabeth Moore (Publicist Cell): 404.966.1655

The Path - After graduation from Johnson & Wales and apprenticeships with Chefs Rick Tramanto, Gale Gand, 
Grant Achatz and Paco Roncero of La Terraza del Casino in Madrid, Chef Sean Brock began his professional 
career as Chef Tournant under Chef Robert Carter at the Mobil Four-Star / AAA Four-Diamond award-winning 
Peninsula Grill in Charleston, South Carolina. After two years at Peninsula Grill, Chef Brock earned the position  
of Executive Sous Chef under Chef Walter Bundy of Lemaire Restaurant at the AAA Five-Diamond Award / Mobil  
Five-Star Jefferson Hotel in Richmond, Virginia. His success in Richmond led to his promotion within the Elite  
Hospitality Group in 2003 to Executive Chef at the Hermitage Hotel in Nashville, Tennessee (sister properties  
include The Jefferson Hotel in Richmond and The Sanctuary at Kiawah Island Golf Resort, which have both earned 
AAA Five-Diamond distinction). Chef Brock spent just under three years fine-tuning his craft in Nashville before 
accepting a position as Executive Chef at McCrady’s Restaurant in Charleston, South Carolina.

The Farm - Shortly after his return to Charleston, Chef Brock began the development of a 2.5 acre farm on 
Wadmalaw Island. Rather than rely on others to fulfill the voluminous needs of the kitchen and the demands of an 
increasingly sophisticated food community, Chef Brock wanted to create a true field-to-table experience, not only 
for his guests, but for his staff. The McCrady’s culinary, service and management teams work the farm together to 
produce 90% of the vegetables for the restaurant. The personal relationship to the food grown on the farm serves 
as inspiration for everyone working at McCrady’s, from the front door to the back. Slated to be biodynamic by 
mid-2008, heirloom seeds from plants that are at risk of extinction are harvested from family, friends and farmers 
throughout the Southeast and planted with care by the same people who are preparing and serving the fruits of 
the collective labor to the guests. 

“When you push a carrot seed into the ground and stare at it for sixty days waiting for it to grow, you look at that 
carrot differently when it finally makes its way into the kitchen and onto someone’s table.” – Chef Sean Brock

CONTINUED...
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The Balance - While a formidable student in the school of forward-thinking culinary technique and mastery of  
ultra-contemporary flavors, Chef Brock still finds most inspiration from the traditions of the past. His knowledge  
of curing meats comes courtesy of time spent with the likes of Allan Benton of Benton’s Smoky Mountain Country 
Hams. His affection for heirloom produce spawns from memories of his family table in Virginia. Ted Chewning  
has partnered with Chef Brock on saving the James Island Red Corn strain (a.k.a. Jimmy Red). The strain 
of corn is at risk of extinction due, in part, to cross-pollination and previous over-harvesting of the delicate low-
country soil as a cash crop for ethanol. 

“Food should be a treat for the emotions as well as the palate,” says Brock, “at once comforting, exciting, and 
entertaining. We like to surprise and delight our guests with familiar flavors presented in unexpected ways.” Think: 
Allen Benton’s bacon spun into cotton candy.

Chef Brock has a long list of accomplishments and accolades to his credit, including two dinners for the James 
Beard Foundation, two features on the Food Network, numerous glowing reviews and local awards, and appren-
ticeships with acclaimed chefs including:

• Rick Tramanto and Gale Gand at Tru Restaurant in Chicago.  Tru is a member of Relais Gourmand.
• Grant Achatz at Trio Restaurant. Chef Achatz is now chef/owner of Alinea in Chicago, one of the country’s  
 finest restaurants.
• Paco Roncero of La Terraza del Casino in Madrid.  Chef Roncero is also part of Ferran Adrià’s incredibly  
 inventive El Bulli team in Spain.
• Reopened the Hermitage Hotel in Nashville after a 17 million dollar renovation
• Achieved the AAA Five Diamond award in the first year of operation at Hermitage
• Achieved the Mobil Four Star award in 2005 at Capitol Grille, one of only eight restaurants added
• Hermitage Hotel’s Capitol Grille restaurant included in Gourmet Magazine’s “Guide to America’s Best  
 Restaurants 2004”
• Named Nashville’s Best Chef by the Nashville Scene Food Critic Kay West
• Featured on the Television Food Network.
• Prepared two dinners for the James Beard Foundation
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•  Prepared the annual national Relais and Chateaux dinner
• Assisted with the opening of The Club at Hammock Beach in Florida and The Sanctuary at Kiawah Island, SC.
• Nominated in 2008 for James Beard Award “Rising Star Chef” 
• Ranked by Opinionated About Dining (OAD) as one of the top 10 restaurants of 2008 in all of North America
• 2006 Charleston Post & Courier’s Restaurant of the Year Guide, Best Chef

André Guillet, General Manager

André Jean-Pierre Guillet is a veteran of fine dining who combines exceptional service with warmth and high 
visibility in his dining room. With more than 30 years in restaurant management, he brings exceptional leader-
ship to the McCrady’s team. 

Guillet came to Charleston from Brasserie 8 1/2 in Manhattan, where he enjoyed region-leading success for four 
years. Immediately before that, he was Director of Operations for the Signature Restaurants of Georges Perrier, 
where he was directly responsible for three renowned fine dining restaurants: Le-Bec Fin, Le Mas Perrier, and 
Brasserie Perrier. 

Before joining Georges Perrier, Guillet was Director of Operations for La Terrasse and Beaujolais, two unique 
French restaurants known for their innovative cuisine and fine service. Before that, he opened and managed Julien, 
the fine dining restaurant at Le Meridien Hotel Boston. Julien earned four stars from the Boston Herald and was 
named a Zagat Top Ten Boston Restaurant under his leadership. 

Guillet first distinguished himself as the founder of La Mascotte in Commack, New York in 1975. During his eighteen 
years there, La Mascotte was awarded three stars by the New York Times and Guillet was named Restaurateur of 
the Year by the Long Island Restaurant Association. 

CONTINUED...
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Clint Sloan, Beverage Director and Sommelier

Originally from Connecticut, Clint Sloan moved to South Carolina in 1995 to attend the College of Charleston. 
He joined McCrady’s right out of college and rapidly worked his way up through the ranks, becoming Beverage 
Director and Sommelier in 2005. 

Sloan appreciates the ever-changing nature of wine, and beverage management in general, and is committed to 
ongoing education. He passed his Court of Master Sommeliers Introductory Course in 2001 and was certified in 
2007. He was a semi-finalist in the Southeast Region Young Sommelier Competition in 2005 and 2007. Also in 
2007, he toured Napa and Sonoma, and accepted invitations to attend Master Sommelier Greg Harrington’s 3-day 
“Wine Workshop” in Las Vegas, “Oregon Pinot Camp” in the Willamette Valley, and “Walla Walla University” in 
Washington.

Sloan is passionate about wine, but sees service as equally important. The guest experience is about more than 
just a good product, and fundamental to good service is carefully listening to guests so that wine recommenda-
tions reflect their tastes, not his. Ultimately, Sloan’s goal is to ensure that each diner perceives the chosen wine as 
an extension of the meal, complementing rather than competing with the chef’s flavors and textures.

Winburn Carmack, Pastry Chef 

A native of Richmond, Virginia, Winburn Carmack got her first taste for cooking through an internship at The 
Complete Gourmet while still in high school. She began her formal culinary career at Johnson & Wales University in 
Charleston. She joined McCrady’s while still in school and has been there since. 

She was appointed as McCrady’s Executive Pastry Chef in 2006. She has been actively involved in Charleston 
area charity events, including Habitat for Humanity’s Gingerbread Contest at The Sanctuary, Rescue Resource 
Foundation’s “Gourmutt Dogbowl” and the Darkness to Light gala in Charleston’s Marion Square.
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late SUMMER 

MENU

First Course
Roasted Scallops - 14 - Corn, Smoked Bacon, Tomato Jam

Warm Salad of Local Vegetables and Toasted Grains - 13

Handmade Tagliatelle - 15 - Charleston Stone Crab, Preserved Ramps, Peas

Hudson Valley Foie Gras - 16 - Peaches, Hazelnuts, Black Truffle

“Painted Hills” Beef Short Ribs - 13 - “Anson Mills” Grits, Pickled Mushrooms, Truffle Jus

Second Course
Salad of Heirloom Melons and Benton’s Country Ham - 12 - Frisee, Smoked Honey, Peanuts

Butternut Squash Soup - 12 - Butternut Marmalade, Yogurt, Curry 

Chilled Maine Lobster - 16 - Fennel & Beet Salad, Citrus, Almond Purée 

Tuna Tartare - 13 - Yuzu-Miso Broth, Puffed Rice, Watermelon

Salad of Local Shrimp and Butter Lettuce - 12 - Pickled Onions, McCrady’s Pancetta, Buttermilk Vinaigrette

Main Course
“Caw-Caw Creek” Duroc Pork - 26 - Cornbread, Heirloom Field Peas, Root Beer 

Local Grouper - 29 - Cauliflower, Apricot, Chanterelles

Peking Duck Breast - 32 - Turnip Mostarda, Cabbage, Cherries

Spice Roasted Rack of Lamb - 34 - Local Eggplant, Pine Nuts, Golden Raisins

“Keegan Fillion Farms” Chicken - 25 - Cipollini Onion, Mushroom Stew, Sauce Rossini

Local Wreckfish - 28 - Fennel, Local Tomato, House Made Salume, Olive Oil

Georgia “Grass Fed” Beef Strip Loin - 36 - Beets, Leeks, Smoked Hollandaise, Fingerling Potatoes

Chef Sean Brock and Staff
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tasting 
MENU

Kumomoto Oyster with House Made Mojama and Blis 9 Vinegar

Chilled Scallop with Nori, Miso-Buttermilk and Garden Radishes
Riesling, Monchhoff, “Estate”, Mosel, 2006

Local Wreck fish with Scrambled Corn, Tomato Jam and Benton’s Bacon Bubbles
Chardonnay, Landmark, ‘Overlook”, California, 2004

Foie Gras Terrine with Plum Jelly, Peanut Butter and Rum Butterscotch
Brachetto d’Acqui, Giacomo Bologna, Piedmont, 2007

Roasted Pork Belly with Turnip Mostarda and Pecan Puree
Syrah, Domaine Serene, Rockblock, “SoNo”, Oregon, 2005

Painted Hills Shortribs with Cauliflower, Black Truffles and Braised Butter Lettuce
Merlot, Shafer, Napa Valley, 2005

Blackberry Farm Singing Brook Cheese with Smoked Grapes and Young Saba
20yr Tawny, Warre’s

Mango Sorbet with Coconut and Cilantro
Icewine (Vidal), Inniskillin, Canada, 2004

Warm Carolina Peach with Brown Butter and Honey-Mascorpone
Moscato d’Asti, Elio Perone, Piedmont, 2006

Mignardises

$90 - We ask that the entire table participates in the Tasting Menu
Sommelier’s Paired Selections $75

Plus tax and gratuity

Chef Sean Brock, Sommelier Clint Sloan and Staff
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mccrady’s

AWARDS 

Awards & Accolades

Chef Sean Brock Nominated in 2008 for James Beard Award “Rising Star Chef” 

Ranked by Opinionated About Dining (OAD) as one of the top 10 restaurants of 2008 in all of North America

2007 Wine Enthusiast Magazine’s Award of Unique Distinction

2006 Charleston Post & Courier’s Restaurant of the Year Guide, Best Chef

2004 Distinguished Restaurants of North America (DiRoNA) Award Recipient

Wine Spectator Award of Excellence 2000, 2001, and 2002

Wine Spectator “Best Of” Award of Excellence, 2006 and 2007

Recipient of Prestigious Four Diamond Award from AAA

Named one of Esquire’s “Best New Restaurants” of 1999

Voted “2002 Restaurant of the Year” by Charleston’s Post and Courier Newspaper

Named “Best Downtown Restaurant” and “Best Wine Selection”,  by The Charleston City Paper Annual
 “Best of Charleston Awards”, 2003 
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Food & Wine Review: McCrady’s - Charleston Magazine, November 2007 
“Science never tasted better than at Charleston’s landmark McCrady’s, where you’ll find chef Sean Brock taking 
his passion for molecular gastronomy to delicious new levels. Every night, this talented young chef celebrates fresh 
food in all its splendid dimensions to deliver intensely flavored, elegant, yet still playful cuisine in accordance with 
his philosophic commitment to ‘the science of deliciousness.’”

“Tucked into its quiet, understated setting at Two Unity Alley, this handsome restaurant began its historic journey 
in 1788 as McCrady’s Tavern. Following a number of subsequent redesigns throughout the years, the most recent 
transformation by New York design firm Bentel & Bentel resulted in its stylishly sophisticated brick-and-beam main 
dining room warmed by colorful art and a flickering fireplace. The bar is a comfortable venue for pairing extensive 
wine options with small plates and conversation, as are the three lovely adjacent private dining rooms and expan-
sive second-floor Long Room.”
 

McCrady’s is the Best Restaurant Nobody Knows About - Opinionated About Dining 
October 30, 2007
“If I told you that in the unsuspecting city of Charleston, South Carolina, you could find a chef with talent that is on 
par with the Grant Achatz’s and Wylie Dufresne’s of the world, you would probably tell me I am making that up. But 
I assure you that it’s true. Sean Brock, all of 29 years old, is not only one of America’s great chefs, but surely the 
least well known considering the size of his talent. Working out of a historic tavern that has been located on this 
site since 1788, Brock and a kitchen staff of 5 turn out 17 course extravaganzas involving every contemporary and 
cutting edge culinary technique known to mankind.”

“The tavern that houses McCrady’s is the most unlikely setting for contemporary cuisine Mrs. P and I have come 
across yet....But much to our astonishment, Chef Brock kept pounding our table with one unique creation after 
another until we were ready to bust.”

“A great experience and worth making the trip to Charleston (a beautiful and interesting city on its own) just to go 
to the restaurant. For my money, this is easily one of the top restaurants in the country and it will only get better.”

CONTINUED...

mccrady’s

press
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The Restaurant Reporter - Bon Appetit, February 2007
“Picking up where a talented chef left off is no easy task. But 28-year-old Sean Brock, who took over McCrady’s 
from the acclaimed Michael Kramer, is up to the challenge. Brock is a proponent of local produce and [precise 
modern cooking techniques]. A pork belly and slow-cooked egg appetizer served in a shallow bowl with tomato 
confit, chanterelle mushrooms, and bacon consommé showcases Brock’s love of both ingredients and technique. 
Seared foie gras is paired with mini rectangles of roasted sweet potato that bring a slightly southern twist to the dish.”

 
Restaurant of the Year Guide - The Post and Courier, Charleston SC, October 2006
“Best Chef” Award: Sean Brock -- “’Molecular gastronomy’ has arrived in Charleston, and one of its top converts 
is Sean Brock of McCrady’s.  Mind-bending cooking methods and plate presentations are the norm in this strange 
new world, but (much to our relief) it’s all about taste in the end.  Brock is a young man and has most of his career 
left to develop his already considerable skills, which means he has only just begun to stretch the limits of the 
kitchen.”

“Best Actor” Award: McCrady’s Halibut -- “Sean Brock’s tour-de-force chef’s tasting menu showcased a number 
of truly exceptional dishes, but the one that still resonates in our mind was a utterly excellent treatment of halibut 
- pan-seared, with sliced eggplant, chanterelles, tomato confit and black truffle foam. The combination of flavors 
and textures left us speechless.  The…preparation of the fish creates a unique texture, tender and firm at the same 
time, and the pan-sear finish provides a crispy crust that adds bite to the smoothness of the fish within. The various 
accompaniments provide clean and separate flavors, but at the same time create a harmonious plate that plays a 
flawless leading role on the table.”

Mobil Travel Guide
“Housed in a beautifully restored former tavern that was built in 1778, McCrady’s is a one-of-a-kind restaurant. As 
you enter the long, sexy, dark-wood bar and take a seat amid the swanky cocktail crowd, you know you are some-
where special. The experience gets even better when you move to the clubby dining room, with original hardwood 
floors and brickwork, vaulted wood-beamed ceilings, soaring skylights, magnificent floor-to-ceiling windows, and 

CONTINUED...

mccrady’s

press
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lavish tufted leather seating. The service is warm and knowledgeable and specializes in little details like offering 
black linen napkins to guests who don’t wish to leave with white lint coating their dark trousers. But the food really 
takes the cake. Chef Sean Brock wows his savvy guests with his bold brand of flashy, progressive American fare.”

The New Sheriff in Town -- Charleston City Paper, Charleston SC, May 2006
“McCrady’s always possessed the right stuff to be a major destination restaurant. It sits smack dab in the middle 
of a great restaurant city, enjoys generous financial support, and exhibits striking architecture — all the ingredients 
are in the bowl, but the mixture has never coalesced. The place traditionally offered excellent food, but was not 
especially creative. It earned a reputation for staid dinners, fancy meat and potatoes with big red wines. Enter 
Sean Brock and staff. As if headlining the glorious return of The Hermitage Hotel in Nashville were not enough, he 
now focuses his ambitions on a much larger prize, the wholesale redefinition of cuisine in the Holy City. McCrady’s 
is now ground zero for the next wave of new, innovative food in South Carolina.”

mccrady’s

press
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PHOTO 
CONTACT
SHEET

Cypress Room

Chef ’s Room

Chef Sean Brock Hudson Valley Foie Gras

Bar Area Main Dining Room Pig at the Wadmalaw Island Farm

Long Room

Salad of Heirloom Melons &
Benton’s Country Ham

“Caw Caw Creek” 
 Duroc Pork


